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Over the years, a variety of amputer-based numerical models have been developed to examine the 
thermal haracteristics and behavior of various planetary surfaces (e.g., 1-4). Unfortunately, 
despite the sophisticaticn of these ncdels, their utility to other investigators has been hindered 
by their limited distribution and often enicpatic axle. 

Such considerations have played a major role in the develcpment of a recent software package 
called the Mrs Thermal M e 1  (kmRsmEm). Although lacking the p e r  and refinement of some 
previous thermal models, ~PXTEEW has been desicpd with the intent that its cde be easily 
understood, well documented, readily modifiable, and essentially system-independent. As program 
develcpent continues, greater sophisticaticn ard increased performance have also been established 
as primary goals. After initial testing is completed, copies of the software and documentatim will 
be made available to all interested parties for the cost of duplication ard shipping. 

2*PIRSIHERM is written in m m  77 and uses the m e W  of finite differences to compute surface 
and subsurface temperature variations throughout the martian year. For the sake of ccqutational 
efficiency, the program utilizes m-constant intervals for bth depth and time (~igure l), 
increasing prajram executicn speed with only a small loss in numerical accuracy. currently, 
ccanpartmental thicknesses are calculated according to the simple relation 

where i is the compartment number; while the m i m m  time interval between calculatims is 
established using the standard stability criteria 

0.25. 0 *c *dzt 
dt. = 
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where P I  c, and k, are the regolith density, specific heat, and thermal axductivity, respectively. 
The transient heat conductim equaticm is solved using the finitdifference representatim of 

the second derivative derived by Sundqvist and Vercnis (5) 

where 

and 

The performance of the current seasonal version of the program (35 compartnwts, with the 
surface temperature qdated every 1/192 of a martian day) is such that a four-year simulation takes 
approximtely 18 minutes of CHI ti= m a DM: VAX 11/780. Mra eropriately modified to take 
advantage of an Analcqic AP 500 32 bit floating pint array processor, a speed improvement of 
another order of mgnitude is psible. At the other end of the performance spectrum, satisfactory 
results have been obtained using a Texas Instnunents PC equipped with a 5 M-Iz 8088 and 8087 
nmrical w-processor; hcwever, a four-year simlatim m sud.1 a system takes anywhere mom 3.5 to 
6 hours under Microsoft FOHI?IAN, depending m the math library chosen when the program is conpiled. 
The &urnal and seasma1 te-ratures that result from these calculations (e.g., Figures 2 & 3) 
appear to be in g d  agreement with those determined by previous martian thermal models (e.g., 4,6) 

Through further development, it is cur hope that bR€Emmm will kccm a useful educaticnal and 
research tool. To this end, program correctians, extensions, ard improvements, will be actively 
solicited from all users. cur current intent is to incorporate these changes in revisions of the 
software code and documentation m a rcugkly annual basis. 
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Figure 1.  Relative c - + m ~ t  s izes  and oalculaticn 
intervals. 

--m 
Figure 2. Exanples of diurnal te-rature output. Pig. 2a 
depicts diurnal teaperatwe variations a s  a funaim of time 
at three different depths, while Fig. 2b illustrates the =ria- 
tian of terperature with depth far four different ti- during 
a typical mrtian day. 

Figure 3. S e a s o ~ l  variations in man diurnal tenperature for the latitudes of 65% (Fig. 3a) and 
00 (~ig. 3b). In Fig. la, the formaticn of the seasma1 polar cap causes temperatures to level off 
for the Ls interval 199-90. 
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